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The secret you walk with is what determines the level of your walk in any area
of life. Behind any business success is a trade secret. Understanding the word
of God, however, is the highest secret. Prompt obedience to the Word of God
paves way for the highest level of success in life (Joshua 1:8). The Bible speaks
to the totality of life and the contents have the capacity to make any dummy
successful.
Engaging the laws of the spirit is key to commanding supernatural
breakthroughs (Romans 8:1). Whatever is from above is above all. Nehemiah's
challenges pushed him to God, but many people allow the issues of life to push
them away from God. He testified of the good hand of God upon his life
(Nehemiah 1:2-3).
Putting the wisdom of God to work in our lives is what makes stars of men. It is
possible for word to swallow word; the superior will break the inferior.
The Bible represents the wisdom bank of the Almighty (Job 28:7). The wisdom
that comes from God reveals things to you that the brain of man cannot even
think up.
When you engage the wisdom of God by accepting responsibility for His word,
you can't but be a success. Anything that comes from above is master to the
one on earth.
THE FORCE OF DIVINE WISDOM
Every empire is built by wisdom (Proverbs 31:22). When you're stupid enough
to believe God's word, then you are ready to change levels. The wisdom of God
saves you from stress (Isaiah 55:8-9).
It's important to understand that scriptures make wise. When you constantly
sit with the word of God, you never run out of wisdom. For instance, the
building of Noah's ark came by divine idea. God gave him the specifics of how
to build the ark. Your destiny is not limited to your qualification, it transcends
it.

Inspiration is the gateway to a world of divine ideas (Job 32:2). Meditating on
the word is the gateway to receiving divine inspiration. Inspiration also flows
through prayers (Jeremiah 33:3).

